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Search is terrifying to fix
dress shoes



Fixed!?... no!
dress



Whackamole

CC BY 2.0, sakura, flickr.com

Fixing one problem

… causes a dozen another



Users WANT search

(courtesy Wikimedia)

Users don't use menus / directories



Screen Real estate going to 0

Simple Question & AnswerRich Discovery & Interactivity



Attention Spans going to 0

Expectations going to 11



… despair ...

… you're not Google, Amazon ...



… despair ...

… this is when you can get suckered ...



… hope ...



Hope thru careful planning?

In 12 months we'll 
have great search!



I have a great 
idea for the 
market!

Think about investments
All wrong!

I hate it!

5 yrs,
Millions of 
euro later

2 months, 
thousands of 
euros later...

Disaster!

Disaster Averted!
(try next thing!)



I have a great 
idea for my 
e-commerce 
search

This is how we think about search!
All wrong!

That didn't 
work!

5 yrs,
Millions of 
euro later

2 months, 
thousands of 
euros later...

Disaster!

Disaster Averted!
(there's budget for next thing)



Guide to Search Investments
How can we scientifically 
prove an idea, 
implementation, vendor, 
whatever will be a net positive 
or negative to YOUR 
business?

And how can we do it 
QUICKLY to avoid expenses 
boondoggles!



Virtuous Cycle



The Bottom Line:
much like your business finances

Why is search important to your business? 
How do you measure that?

How might search *harm* your business
How are you measuring that?



Test Idea in the Market
Test new idea for its attractiveness to the marketplace 

Startup Legacy 
Business

Market
place

Users

Financial/Market
 Metrics



Test search idea on your business
Study changes for their impact, while reducing risk, 
through split (aka A/B testing) testing

Experiment
Current 
Production 
System

A/B 
Split

Searches

Impact on 
Bottom line?



Just like startups… 

… and 
babies...

Failure is Good
Learning! Knowledge! Power!



You can't invest in *every* idea

Shark Tank, ABC -- used under Fair use 



Diagnosis

Who are our users? How can we help 
them?



Market Analysis

Understanding our customers



Query logs -> info needs
Keywords Information Need What does success look like?

backpack Broad informational 
search

Diverse array of backpacks, interacted 
with, information gathered, refinement. 
Low prob of purchase.

microwave Broad informational 
search

Diverse array of microwaves, interacted 
with, information gathered, refinement. 
Low prob of purchase.

Panasonic model 1234 Single item search First item purchased

Backpacks for kids Narrowing search Narrow selection of kids backpacks. 
Medium probability of purchase.



Query logs -> info needs
Keywords Information 

Need
What does success look like?

backpack Broad inform... Diverse array of b...

microwave Broad inform... Diverse array of microwaves….

Panasonic 
model 1234

Single item ... First item purchased...

Backpacks for 
kids

Narrowing 
search

Narrow selection of kids backpacks...

Trust
Building

Intent to buy

Decision enabling



Personas
Keywords Information 

Need
What does success look like?

backpack Broad inform... Diverse array of b...

microwave Broad inform... Diverse array of microwaves….

Panasonic 
model 1234

Single item ... First item purchased...

Backpacks for 
kids

Narrowing 
search

Narrow selection of kids backpacks...

Trust
Building

Intent to buy

Decision enabling



Info needs -> Judgments
Judgment List: quality of doc per query
aka "Golden Set":

Television: 
SKU 12345 --- GOOD!
SKU 521512 --- BAD!
SKU 52514 -- GOOD!
SKU 26323 -- OK!

How do we know this 
quality?



Judgments -> Testing
Judgment List: quality of doc per query
aka "Golden Set":

Television: 
SKU 12345 --- GOOD!
SKU 521512 --- BAD!
SKU 52514 -- GOOD!
SKU 26323 -- OK!

How do we know this 
quality?



Judgments -> Problems
REPORT

Quality (0-1) Keywords
0.51 television
0.75 backpack
0.10 backpacks for kids
0.20 sony model 1234



"Test Driven" relevancy (safety net 2)

Solution 1234, offline quality

Quality (0-1) Keywords
0.71 television
0.55 backpack
0.05 backpacks for kids
0.25 sony model 1234



Tuning Search & Content
grade,keywords,docId

4,television,7555    # Sony TV A
3,television,1370    # Fuji TV 2
0,television,102947  # Microwave
4,backpack,1366    # FunKidsPack
...

Tune search

dev

Run test keywords

0.71 television
0.55 backpack
...

Evaluate 
solution

Production 
SystemSearches



Any improvement: Deploy ASAP!
grade,keywords,docId

4,television,7555    # Sony TV A
3,television,1370    # Fuji TV 2
0,television,102947  # Microwave
4,backpack,1366    # FunKidsPack
...

Tune search/content

dev/merch

Run test keywords

0.82 television
0.76 backpack
...

Evaluate 
solution

Production 
SystemSearches



Test search idea on your business
Study changes for their impact, while reducing risk, 
through split (aka A/B testing) testing

Experiment
Current 
Production 
System

A/B 
Split

Searches

Impact on 
Bottom line?



Retrospect



Lesson 1: Judgments == Hard!

Who defines this? 
- Domain Experts?
- User analytics?
- Testing w/ Users?
- Devs?
- Sue in marketing?
- HPPO (highest paid person's 

opinion?)

Do all these people agree!?

(really go buy my book because this 
is the *real* hard stuff)



No one size fits all

Interpret Analytics (clicks, 
conversions, etc)

Interpret User Testing 
(classic judgment lists)

Takeaway: "Interpret" in 
both cases takes domain 
expertise

Consumer-facing Knowledge-Mgmt

Challenges

Less depth into "why" 
behind keywords

Poor Info Need 
differentiation

Cost: 
Infrastructure/code for 
analytics

Challenges

Less data, low Statistical 
significance

Complex info needs

Cost: time consuming, 
paying experts, experts 
don't have time



Lesson 2: Grade Consistency

OpenSource Connections Blog Example

- 4 -- article written on keyword topic within last year
- 3 -- article written on topic within last 5 years OR 

adjacent topic in last year
- 2 -- adjacent topic more than a year old
- 1 -- not relevant
- 0 -- opposite meaning of keywordsOSC's blog has at best a "2" for the 

keyword "enterprise service bus" 
(because we have some old 
Apache Camel articles)

Don't make judgment grades 
keyword relative!

Notice how a global sense of what a "4" is 
means easier to perform regression to predict 
the "4s" from many examples
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Lesson 3:What should we optimize 
for?

Precision@n - good stuff near top!

NDCG@n - close to your best results

ERR@n - trust perception scanning results

No position bias

Your best might stink!

Users don't realize 
there's better out there

Which should we optimize for?
Yes.


